
Privacy Policy

I. Administration of Customers’ Data and the Purpose of the Data Use

1. ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY s.r.o. (hereinafter just “ET”) processes clients’ data

based on  the  consent  the  customer,  and  in  accordance  with  the  compulsory

statutory regulations.

2. In order to secure safety of the personal data, ET has defined its Privacy Policy

in accordance with the Act no. 101/2000 on personal data protection (hereinafter

the “Data Protection Act”) as well as by the latest amendments of other relevant

legal provisions.

3. ET strives in this regulation to define its own principles and praxis for handling

and protection of  personal  data of  the HELLOPAY™ system users,  which were

provided during their compulsory registration.  

4. The purpose of the central processing of the data by ET or a third party – just

like handling the data of partners, is as follows: 

 Operation  of  the  HELLOPAY™  system  (hereinafter  just  the  “System”),

management  of  receivables,  settlement  of  the  final  turnover  in  the

relationship of card owners and partners;
 Ensuring  the  data  concerning  card  owners  and  partners  during  the

registration,  data  modifications  and  data  supplementing,  including

information on transactions; 
 Monitoring and learning habits of  the consumer,  card usage,  and other

behaviour, and also development and deliveries of personalized offers to

the card owners;
 Cooperation in settling claims of card owners or partners during the use of

the system, during the occurring complaints. 

II. Legal Base of Data Administration

1. In order to ensure wide use of the benefits offered by the System, the card

owners can register themselves or the cards on the HP website,  available at

the following address: www.hello-pay.cz
2. In relation to the System use, the users can decide whether they register

themselves  and  their  card,  in  order  to  prevent  the  use  of  the  card  by

unauthorized  persons  by  an  unauthorized  way.   Provisioning  of  the  data

during the registration is voluntary. 
3. The card owners declare,  in connection with the use of the cards and the

registration, that they have understood and are familiar with the rules and



measures  of  the  System,  they  accept  the  conditions  of  its  use  and  they

accepted the binding nature of the measures in relation to themselves and

they gave their consent to handling the data in relation to the nature of the

data provided by the users during the registration. 
4. The card owners accept and agree that ET (itself or through a third party) will

be processing the data which the card owners provided through the website,

during the registration (hereinafter the “clients data“’), as well as the data

relied  to  the  transactions  made  using  the  card  (hereinafter  the

“Transactions”). 
5. The card holders agree by their registration, that ET will use the services of

subcontractors in order to achieve the objectives mentioned above in I.  4.

Processing of the subcontractors' data will be used solely for the operation of

the System; the subcontractor is ordered to destroy the data provided to him

by ET immediately after the completion of the contractual legal relationship

(or the purpose outlined in the contract).
6. By the use of  the services,  the card owners accept and acknowledge the

binding  nature  of  the  measures,  recent  Privacy  Policy,  including  the

amendments  of  the  given  Privacy  Policy  immediately  after  their

implementation.

III. Data safety

1. ET  guarantees,  that  no  unauthorized  persons  can  gain  access,  publish,

forward, modify, or delete the handled data. Only the operator of the data and

relevant  employees  of  the  data  processor  may  be  involved  in  the  data

manipulation,  and EF will  never  submit  the data to any other  third  party,

which is not authorized, so it would gain access to the data. 
2. The client’s  data of  the card owner and the transactions will  be kept  and

processed by ET in accordance with the valid legal regulations. It is forbidden

to provide the personal information (clients’ data) to third parties, – with the

exception of the subsuppliers, see I. 4 above. Forwarding of the Transaction

data to third parties is possible only by submitting the data without clients’

information, where it is ensured, that the information cannot be connected

with any individual or card user.  
3. ET is allowed – provided it follows all relevant regulations – directly contact the

card users with business offers.  However,  the card owners may ask ET to

refrain from sending such business offers by a written request to info@hello-

pay.cz. 



4. The card owners are entitled to partially or fully withdraw their consent with

legal handling and processing of their data, including their transfer, and to ask

for the removal of their personal data, by sending their request for these steps

to ET, in a form of a declaration sent to info@hello-pay.cz.  If the card owner

withdraws their  consent  with data processing and with the transfer,  which

would  make  collecting  their  transactions,  registration,  settlement  or

confirming  their  rights  or  fulfilling  their  obligations  in  any  relation  to  the

System impossible, such statement shall be regarded as a withdrawal of the

card owner from the ET System. 
5. The card owner can ask ET, to correct their personal data. The card owner can

request the information through the ET customer support regarding the way of

handling their personal data. At the request of the card holder, ET will give a

detailed written statement about how the data are handled, the purpose and

duration of their handling and other activities related to the handling of the

data, as well as to whom the data have been provided and for what purpose.

This information will be provided to the card holder in the shortest possible

time,  in  writing,  within  thirty  days  of  the  request.  In  case  of  refusal  of

modification  or  deletion  of  the  request,  the  cardholder  may  seek  legal

rectification, as well as to contact the Office for Personal Data Protection.

IV. Subcontractors Involved in the Data Processing

Based on the provisions of the law on information and freedom of information,

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY Ltd.,  as the system operator HELLOPAY ™, is a

qualified  a  data  administrator.  Information  technology  behind  the  system  is

provided by Lets Ltd. (1126 Budapest, 19 Böszörményi, Hungary).ET reserves the

right to unilaterally modify the current Privacy Policy, while the website visitors

will be informed about any possible changes.
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